First class semen
delivery bag
The SACCO bag revolutionised the AI industry and is the most
effective genetic transfer method currently available.
Advantages of the new SA
CCO bag
SACCO
• Designed to synchronise with the sows' natural physiological
uterine contractions, thus avoiding any forced intake.
• Increases the semen dose shelf life thanks to the excellent
surface-to-volume ratio, which reduces sperm cell
degradation.
• Unique combination of two medical-grade, sperm-friendly,
plastic layers (available both in aluminium and transparent
material).
• Designed to be easily processed, labelled, transported and
stored.
• More doses can be packed, loaded onto shipping containers
and then stored in farms. Lower costs.
• Aseptically manufactured bag.
• Economically packaged in 500-piece rolls, resulting in lower
shipping and storage costs.
• Possibility to customize the SACCO bag graphics, in order to
show a better boar stud image to the final customer.
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Silver SA
CCO bag
SACCO
The aluminium version provides greater protection to the
seminal fluid and ensures a top-quality image in terms of
semen packaging.
Transparent SA
CCO bag
SACCO
The transparent SACCO bag can be customized and is better
in terms of quality of the plastic layers and cost-effectiveness.

Re-closable tip with easier opening: a unique
feature of the new SACCO bag

SACCO system

Re-closable tip allowing for semen analysis even before
insemination.
User-friendly tip opening, easily connectable to the Medi Chimica catheters.
The SACCO bag is the most cutting-edge semen packaging
system.
The SACCO range now includes two models, SACCO rolls
and SACCO+, both available in aluminium as well as in
transparent material.

SACCO
Code
FM1000
FM1001
FM1002
FM1003

Description
SACCO bag silver roll
SACCO bag trasparent roll
SACCO bag silver single
SACCO bag trasparent single

Available also in transparent version
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